
 

 
 
 
 
 
The Department of Education has developed a website called “Learning at Home.” which contains a variety 
of resources to help support your child’s learning whilst at home. In addition, please see below which 
outlines the main curriculum focus for Term 1 in Year 5: 
  
English 
Grammar – Different types of sentences, conjunctions, basic punctuation. 
Writing – Narratives (stories) 
Reading – Narratives, Connections (Text to text, text to self, text to world), Visualisation, Comprehension, 
Persuasive texts. 
Suggestions of resources: 

         Write stories (using narrative structure – Title, Orientation, Complication, 2/3 Events, Resolution, 
Conclusion) 

         Read different types of texts (e.g. stories, newspaper, online articles, fact books) – Predict before 
they read, question them about the story afterwards, write a summary of the story/chapter. 

         Audible (app/online audio books) is offering free children’s books 
         Storyline online is a free website/app that has people reading children’s books 

  
Maths 
Number & Algebra – Place Value into the 100,000s, Addition and Subtraction of large numbers (into the 
10,000s), Decimal Numbers (Ordering, comparing to three decimal places), Times tables up to 12 times 
tables. 
Measurement – Time, Using centimetres, millimetres and metres. 
Suggestions of simple resources: 

         Maths Prodigy (prodigy.com) 
         Times tables on youtube/write out, say times tables 
         Card games/board games 

  
Health  
Protective Behaviours, building resilience, emotions, relationships (with family and friends) and the right to 
feel safe at all times. 
Suggestions of simple resources: 

         Drawing what people look like when feeling different emotions 
         Discussions about relationships and how they change 
         How emotions affect our behaviour 

  
HASS 
Geography: Australian States, Territories, Capital Cities.  
World Continents, Oceans, Lines of Latitude, Lines of Longitude, Hemispheres.  
How environment affects how people use areas, Australian bushfires. 
Suggestions of simple resources: 

         Looking at and labelling World and Australian maps 
         Researching natural disasters 

  
Science  
his term in Science Year 5 have been learning about light energy. We have covered how light helps us to 
see, how light energy travels and what happens when light shines a reflective surface like a mirror. We have 
also explored how light passes through different materials that may be transparent (clear, allows a lot of light 



to pass through), translucent (cloudy, only allows some light to pass through) or opaque (solid, does not 
allow light to pass through). 
 
  
 
 
Physical Education 
This term we were playing cricket and practicing our throwing, catching and batting skills. We are now 
learning netball and the children need to practice throwing and catching a netball. This includes shoulder 
pass with one hand and chest pass, making sure to catch with hands out in front in a "w". It is important 
that children are physically active every day and do something to move around for 30 minutes each day. 
 
Italian 
This is the third year of Italian language learning for the year 5s. Earlier in term 1 the children engaged in lots of 
Italian language and geographical revision covering similar topics as the year 3s and 4s plus family words, the verb 'to 
have', definite and indefinite articles. This term the main new topic we are covering is how to tell the extended times 
in Italian, eg: 11:45. Extensive revision of the O'clock times as well as the bigger numbers in Italian was needed. 

 

Teachers are working on providing a more comprehensive learning program for your child if the current 
situation continues in Term 2. Thank you for your support during this difficult time. Please direct any 
further enquiries to leda.ps@education.wa.edu.au. 
 

 


